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Report of the Town Clerk
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING AND ELECTION OF
OFFICERS, MARCH 4, 1912.
Pursuant to a warrant duly executed, the qualified voters
of the Town of Norwell, met at the Town Hall Monday-,
March 4, 1912, and took action as follows:
Article 1. To choose a moderator.
Chose John Whalen, moderator, by ballot and he was
sworn by the town clerk.
Article 2. The ballots, cards of instruction and keys
were delivered to the moderator. The election officers
were Ezra E. Stetson, Frank W. Jones, Amos H. Tilden.
Charles W. Thomas and Charles Scully. The polls were
opened at 7.05 a. m. and closed at 11.06 a. m. One hun-
dred and thirty-four names were checked and the same
number of ballots were cast. One of these was a partial
ballot for school committee. On being canvassed and
counted in open meeting they were found to be for the
following persons and the result was declared by the
moderator.
6Town Clerk (for one year)
Joseph F. Merritt 127
Blanks 6
Selectman (for three years)
William D. Turner 97
W illiam H. Spencer 1
L. F. Hammond 1
Blanks
^
34
Assessor (for three years)
William I). Turner 90
William H. Spencer I
L. F. Hammond , 1
Blanks 41
( Iverseer of the Poor (for three years)
W illiam D. Turner 91
W illiam H Spencer I
L. F. Hammond 1
Blanks 40
rown Treasurer (for one year)
Joseph F Merritt 119
Blanks 1
4
Auditor (for one year)
Elliot! R Cm well
Blanks
99
34
7Collector of Taxes (fot one year)
Lothrop E. Fessenden 61
William H. Spencer 61
Blanks I [
School Committee (for three years)
Claude G. Ainslie 46
George C. Turner 73
Blanks 15
Board of Health (for three years)
Edward W. Gardner 14
Harry J. Little 4
Benjamin Loring 1
Arnold V. Beach 1
Frank Thomas , 1
Blanks 112
Surveyor of Highways (for one year)
Emanuel P. Joseph 100
Walter T. Osborn 1
Blanks 32
Constables (for one year)
Joshua Warren Foster 114
L. Frank Hammond 105
Walter T. Osborn 97
Jesse N. Winslow 103
Archie F. Merritt 17
Wallace H. Damon 17
Scattering votes n
Blanks 201
8Tree Warden (for one year)
John H. Sparrell 100
Blanks 33
Shall licenses be granted for the sale of intoxicating
liquors in this Town?
Yes 49
No 73
Blanks n
OFFICERS ELECTED
Town Clerk, Joseph F. Merritt.
Selectman, Assessor and Overseer of the Poor, William
D. Turner
Auditor, Elliott W. Crowell.
Collector of Taxes, (no election).
School Committee, George C. Turner.
Board of Health, Edward W. Gardner.
Surveyor of Highways, Emanuel P. Joseph.
Constables, Joshua Warren Foster, L. Frank Hammond,
Walter T. Osborn, Jesse M. Wfnslow ( no election for
fifth man).
Tree Warden, John H. Sparrell.
Article 3. To hear the report of the several boards of
officers and committees of the town and act thereon.
Voted to accept the report of town officers as printed.
9The committee chosen to purchase sprayer reported ami
it was voted to accept their report.
The committee chosen to confer with the officials of
the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, in
regard to the possibility of extending road through Nor-
well reported and it was voted to accept their report and
continue the committee. It was also voted to add six more
names to the committee and have them report at special
meeting if any action the town might take would have any
influence with the officials of the Road in hastening the
matter. Committee :—Horace T. Fogg, Arthur L. Power,
Henry J.Tolman, Ernest H. Sparrell, William D. Turner,
Henry D. Smith, Joseph F. Merritt, L. Frank Hammond,
Jeremiah H. Lehan.
Article 4. To make the necessary appropriations to
defray the expenses of the town and for other purposes
and to raise such sums of money as the town shall deem
expedient.
Voted, to appropriate the following amounts.
Support of Poor $1,000 00
Almshouse 800 00
Support of Schools 4,500 00
Transportation of Scholars 1,000 00
Highways, general repairs 1,000 00
Highways, Mt. Blue St. 700 00
Highways, Jacobs Ave and Prospect St 100 00
Highways, State road 1,200 00
Removing Snow, (the excise tax)
Memorial Day 150 00
State Aid 2,000 00
10
boldiers Keiiet 900 no
i o\\ n ameers 1 .500 00
Washington St Cemetery
Tree W arden CD
1 ) ... 1 C U UKBoard ol rieaitn ocn oo^^u uu
ocnooj r nysicizui 2 C OO
S(|iiares and Triangles « 75 00
Town Hall CO 00
Llectric Lights 2?c no
lames Library T OO OO1 uu \jyj
i lies anu rL( jui j>iiicnL 300 00
Abatement of Taxes T OO OO1 UU UU
Discount on Taxes ^sUU UU
Anticipation Notes of 191
1
l.^UU uu
Gypsy Moth 457 37
Superintendent of Schools orn 00^^u uu
Interest 500 00
State and County Taxes 3.3OO OO
Gaffield Park 25 00
Incidentals 750 00
Spraying Elm Trees 25O OO
li was voted, that the appropriation for transportation
be used by the committee to assist scholars in the outlying
districts to get to school.
Article 5. To see if the town will authorize its treasurer
under the dirction of the selectmen, to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes, and for disbursement under the pro-
visions of the law relating to State Aid and Military Aid,
and to defray the expenses of the town.
Voted, that the town treasurer, with the approval of
the Selectmen, Ik* and hereby is authorized to borrow
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money from time to time in anticipation of the taxes of
the municipal year beginning January I, 1912, to an
amount not exceeding in the aggregate $20,000.00 and
to issue a note or notes therefor, payable within one year.
Any debt or debts incurred under this vote to be paid from
the taxes of said municipal year.
Article 6. What compensation will the town make for
removing snow, and appropriate money for the same.
Voted, to pay 25 cents per hour for removing snow.
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article 7. In what manner and time shall the taxes be
collected for the ensuing year?
Voted, that a discount of two per cent, be allowed on
taxes paid on or before October 1st. ; that on all taxes not
paid December 1 St., interest be charged at the rate of six
per cent. After April 1st., 19 13, the collector shall issue
summons and proceed to collect all unpaid taxes, and that
the money shall be paid to the treasurer or a deposit made
by the collector for all unpaid taxes on July 1, 1913.
Voted, that the collector have the same powers in the
collection of taxes that he would have if he were also town
treasurer.
Article 8. To make allowance to town creditors. No
bills were presented at this time.
Article 9. What sum of money will the town appro-
priate for the use of Post 112. G. A. on Memorial
Dav? .Appropriation made under article 4.
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Article 10. Will the town cause a statement of the
financial affairs to be printed in February next?
Voted, to print a report of its officers and statement of
its financial affairs in January 1913.
Article ir. Will the town appropriate a sum of money
to be expended in the cemetery on Washington Street?
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article \2. What price will the town pay for labor
on the highways for the ensuing year?
Voted, to pay 25 cents per hour for men, 62^ cents per
hour for man and pair of horses.
Article 13 What action will the town take in regard
to keeping the sidewalks in repair.
Voted, to refer the matter to the surveyor of highways.
Article [4. Will the town give any instructons to town
officers ?
Voted, that the Tree Warden be instructed to spray the
elm trees along lanes as well as streets if the lanes have
two houses on them.
Voted, tnat the selectmen be instructed to petition the
Massachusetts Highway Commission immediately for an
allotment for road.
Voted, that the selectmen be instructed, should they
have the building of the road, that they put the job out
at contract to the lowest bidder.
Voted, that the selectmen be instructed to locate the
road from comer of Main street, south along River street.
Voted, to instruct the selectmen to print the list of
jurors next year.
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Voted, to instruct the selectmen to call ilt< special meet-
ing in the evening if lawful.
Voted, that the selectmen confer with the selectmen of
Marshfield in regard to repairs on Union Bridge and re-
port at the special meeting.
Voted, to instruct the Board of Health of Xorwell to
meet with the committees of other towns in regard to
establishing a hospital for contageous diseases.
Voted, to instruct the surveyor of highways to run a
snow plough through Mill Lane whenever he ploughs out
the highways.
Article 15. What price will the town pay for work
at fires for the ensuing year?
Voted, to pay 35 cents per hour for work at fires.
Article 16. Will the town take action in regard to the
care of parks, squares and triangles and make any appro-
priation for the same?
Voted, that the appropriation for this purpose be spent
under the direction of the Tree W arden.
Article 17. W ill the town make an appropriation for
the James Library in return for the free privilege of tak-
ing books which the townspeople now have?
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article 18. Will the town act in conjunction with the
town of Hanover to have an electric light at the terminus
of River street, norwell and Broadway. Hanover at the
third Herring brook?
Voted, that this town unite with Hanover in maintain-
ing an electric light at said location.
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Article 19. Will the town appropriate the sum of
$457.37 for the suppression of gypsy and brown tail moths?
The above amount was appropriated under article 4.
Article 20. What sum of money will the town appro-
priate to pay the Superintendent of Schools?
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article 21. Will the town raise and appropriate the
sum of three hundred dollars for the purpose of fighting
fires and for the purchase of additional fire apparatus?
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article 22. What sum of money will the town appro-
priate for the spraying of the elm trees along the high-
ways?
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article 23. Will the town accept seventy-five dollars
to be held in trust, the interest to be used for the benefit
of the Thomas C. Sampson lot and ground in said Pine-
hurst cemetery as provided in his will?
Voted, that the town by its selection as trustees accept
the said amount from the Thomas C. Sampson estate the
income to be used for the care of his lot and grounds in
Pinehurst cemetery.
Article 24. What compensation will the town make its
School Committee?
Voted, that the secretary of the School Committee re-
ceive $50.00, the other members not over $25.00 each.
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Article 25. Will the town take any action in regard to
railroad facilities?
Voted, that the committee chosen under article 3 report
at the next town meeting.
Article 26. Will the town authorize the Selectmen to
act in conjunction with the Selectmen of Marshfield in
making necessary repairs on Union Bridge.
Voted, that they do authorize the Selectmen to act with
the Selectmen of Marshfield for this purpose.
Article 27. Will the town accept Mill Lane as a public
highway ?
Voted, to pass over this article.
Article 28. Will the town raise and appropriate the
sum of $100.00 for the purchase of safes for the Collec-
tor, School Committee and Board of Health ?
Voted, to pass over this article.
Article 29. What action will the town take for the
purpose of storing the town records or make an appro-
priation for the same?*
Voted, that the Selectmen be a committee to investigate
the probable cost of a vault for this purpose and report
at the special meeting.
Article 30. Will the town appropriate and raise the
sum of $100.00 for the purpose of widening the corners
of Jacobs avenue and Prospect street as laid out by the
County Commissioners ?
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article 31. Will the town raise and appropriate the
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sum of $700.00 for the purpose of widening and straight-
ening Mt Blue street, as laid out by the County Com-
missioners ?
Appropriation made under article 4.
Article 32. Will the town take any action in regard
to refunding the "Otis" and "Coffin" notes?
It was voted by a two-thirds vote of the voters present
and voting that for the purpose of refunding the "Otis
and Coffin" loans that the treasurer, with the approval of
the selectmen be authorized to hire $3,300.00 in four notes,
one of nine hundred dollars, payable in 19 13, and three
of eight hundred dollars each, payable one in 1914, one
in 19 1 5 and one in 19 16. And that they be instructed to
petition the Legislature for the necessary authority therefor.
Article 33. Will the town raise and appropriate a sura
of money to repair the railings along the public highways?
Voted, to appropriate $150.00 for this purpose and place
the matter in the hands of the Surveyor of Highways and
that he be instructed o have it done before August 1st.
Article 34. Will the town appropriate the sum of
twelve hundred dollars to be expended under the direction
of the Massachusetts Highway Commission in the con-
struction of a mile of road and contract for the same?
Twelve hundred dollars was appropriated for this pur-
pose under article 4, and it was voted to authorize the
Selectmen to execute the necessary contract with the said
Massachusetts Highway Commission.
Article 35. < >r act or do anything relating to the above.
N oted, that the Selectmen act as fence viewers.
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Voted, that the constables act as field drivers.
Voted, that W. W. Farrar, Frank W. Jones and Arthur
T. Stoddard be the Cemetery Committee.
Voted, that salary of treasurer be $150.00.
Voted, that salary of collector of taxes be $225.00.
Voted, to raise by taxation a sum not to exceed $20,-
000.00 to be assessed on the polls and estates of residents
and on the estates of non-residents.
The fish rights were sold at auction; purchasers:
—
George S. Hatch, $1.00. Charles H. Jones, $1.00.
Voted, that the moderator be paid $10.00 for his ser-
vices.
Voted, that this meeting be disolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, APRIL 6. 1912.
Article I. To choose a moderator.
Choose John Whalen, moderator by ballot and he was
sworn by the Town Clerk.
Article 2. To bring in their votes for a Collector of
Taxes and one Constable for one year, all on one ballot.
Polls open from eleven a. m. to three p. m.
The ballot, cards of instruction, ballot box keys were
delivered by the town clerk to the moderator who acted
as presiding election officer and the polls were declared
open at 11.05 a - m - Ezra E. Stetson, Frank W. Jones
William D. Turner, Amos H. Tilden, Charles W. Thomas
and Charles Scully were the election officers. The polls
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were closed at 3.06 p. m. 189 names were checked on
the voting list and the same number of ballots cast: the
ballot box registered 189. On being canvassed and counted
in open meeting- they were found to be for the following
persons and the result was declared.
Collector of Taxes (for one year)
Lothrop E. Fessenden 86
William H. Spencer 100
Blanks 3
Constable (for one year)
Patrick L. White 48
Archie F. Merritt 1 [
Wallace H. Damon 15
William Collier 1
Arnold V. Beach 1
E. W. Gardner 2
George Magoun 1
Atwood Ains lee 1
George Jackman 3
John H. Sparrell 1
W. D. Turner 1
Charles Scullv 1
A. White
1
Henry Ainslie
1
John Gardner
1
Atwood L. Ford
r
Frank Vining
1
Blanks 98
Officers elected: Collector of Taxes, William H.
Saucer; ( unstable, Patrick L. White.
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Article 3. Will the town appropriate an additional sum
of money for the transportation of scholars?
V^oted, to appropriate 1,500.00 in addition to the amount
raised and appropriated at the annual meeting for the
transportation of scholars.
Article 4. Will the town recind that part of the vote
whereby they voted to build a piece of state road on River
street and vote to build the same on Main street, westerly
from the common.
Voted, to divide the article and take the two parts up
separately.
Voted, that the part of the vote whereby the town voted
to build a piece of state road on River street, be rescinded.
Voted, to pass over that part of the article whereby it
was proposed to build the road west from the common.
Article 5. Will the town appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars to repair sections of River street, between
the Unitarian church and the residence of George O. Tor-
rev, the work to be done with crushed stone?
Voted, that $500.00 be appropriated for this purpose
and that the work be done with crushed stone.
Article 6. Will the town appropriate the sum of two
hundred dollars to widen the street from the residence of
Charles A. Berry to the foot of the hill near the tenant
house of E. A. Turner?
Voted, to pass over.
Article 7. Will the town instruct the selectmen to put
out at contract the work of widening and straightening
20
the roads on Jacobs avenue and on Mt. Blue street, as
laid out by the County Commissioners?
Voted, to pass over.
Article 8. Will the town give any instructions to the
town officers?
Voted that the Surveyors of Highways be instructed to
notify the Old Colony Street Railway to do no damage to
streets in the town and that the selectmen send a bill for
damages already done.
Voted, that the selectmen "be instructed to use the
$1,200.00 appropriated at the annual meeting for state
road to extend the state road on Washington street, south
from its present terminus.
Voted, that the Selectmen be instructed to cause the
drinking fountain on Delano Hill, River street, to be re-
paired.
Article 9. Will the town appropriate a sum of money
for the purchase of a horse for use on the town farm and
the fire department?
Voted to pass over.
Article 10. Will the town appropriate a sum of money
for the purchase of safes for the use of the School Com-
mittee, the Board of Health and the Tax Collector?
Voted, to appropriate $275.00 for purchasing a safe for
Collector of Taxes and building a vault for storing town
records.
Article II. To hear the report of the various commit-
tees of the town and act thereon.
The committee chosen to investigate the cost of a vault
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for storing records reported, and their recommendation
was adopted under article 10.
The committee on 'the railroad extension reported pro-
gress made and it was voted to continue the committee.
Article 12. Will the town purchase and donate to the
Old Colony Railroad a strip of land and right of way
from the Hanover station to the Greenbush station on the
condition that the said Old Colony Railroad will build and
operate a railroad between these two points.
Voted that the Town hereby agrees to purchase and
acquire for the Old Colony Railroad from the terminal
of the Hanover Branch Railroad at Hanover, to the rail-
road station at Greenbush, a right of way five rods wide,
at a cost not to exceed thirty thousand dollars ($30,000 )
provided the said Old Colony Railroad will agree to main-
tain and operate a railroad over said land and give to the
Town of Xorwell the same train service it will give to
the towns of Rockland and Hanover. The amount of the
liability of the said town for said right of way in no event
to exceed said sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000)
and if said right of way can be secured for a less sum
than thirty thousand dollars ($30,000), than in no event
shall it exceed said lesser sum that may be required to
secure said right of wTay.
Article 13. Will the town authorize and instruct the
committee on railroad and the selectmen to forthwith
petition the legislature for leave to borrow on serial bonds
or notes of the town such sums of money as may be
necessarv to carry out the provisions of the preceding arti-
cle ?
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It was voted by an unanimous vote, that the selectmen
and committee on railroad be authorized and instructed to
petition the Legislature for authority to borrow on serial
notes or bonds, a sum not to exceed thirty thusand dol-
lars for the purpose of securing a strip of land between
Greenbush station in Scituate and Hanover station in Han-
over to be used as a right of way for a railroad.
Article 14. Or act or do anything relative to the above.
No action taken taken under this article.
Voted, that meeting be disolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JUNE 15, 1912.
Pursuant to a warrant, duly executed, the qualified
voters of Norwell met at the Town Hall, June 15, 1912,
and took the following action on the articles contained
therein :
Article I. To choose a moderator.
Chose John Whalen, moderator, by ballot and he was
sv »rn by the town clerk.
Article 2. \\ ill the town pursuant to and under the
authority granted by Chapter 610 of the Acts of 19^2.
vote to purchase or otherwise acquire, a strip of land or
right of way. for the use of the Old Colony Railroad Com-
pany, or pay for land taken by said railroad company, be-
ginning at or near the terminal of the Hanover Branch
Railroad at Hanover, to a point at or near the railroad
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station at Greenbush ; said strip of land or right of way not
to be more than five rods wide and at a cost not exceeding
in the aggregate thirty thousand dollars.
Voted, by a two-thirds vote of the voters present and
voting, (144 in favor, 42 against), that the town accept
the provisions of Chapter 610 of the Acts of 1912, and
hereby vote to purchase or otherwise acquire a strip of
land or right of way for the use of the Old Colony Rail-
road Company or to pay for land taken by said railroad
company, beginning at or near the terminal of the Han-
over Branch Railroad at Hanover, to a point at or near the
railroad station at Greenbush; said strip of land or right
of way not to be more than five rods wide and at a cost
not to exceed in the aggregate thirty thousand dollars
($30,000).
Article 3. Will the town authorize the Treasurer with
the approval and countersignature of the Board of Select-
men to issue bonds, notes or scrip of the town, to an
amount not exceeding in the aggregate $30,000; such
bonds, notes or scrip to be payable, $1,000 annually for a
period not exceeding thirty years from date of issue, to
bear interest at a rate not exceeding four per centum per
annum.
Voted by a two-thirds vote of the voters present and
voting, (144 in favor. 42 against) that the Treasurer be
and hereby is authorized, with the approval and counter-
signature of the Board of Selectmen, to issue bonds, notes
or scrip of the town, to an amount not exceeding in the
aggregate, thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) ; such bonds,
notes, or scrip to be payable $1,000 annually for a period
not exceeding thirty years from date of issue, to bear
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interest at a rate not exceeding four per centum per an-
num.
Article 4. Will the town give any instructions to its
officers or the committee on railroad, relative to the matter
as set forth in Article 2 and 3, or act or do anything re-
lative to the same?
Voted, that the committee be continued and that they
be authorized to act for the town in the matter of securing
location as set forth in Article 2.
Article 5. Will the town give its selectmen instructions
in regard to granting licenses for pool and bowling alleys?
Voted, not to instruct the selectmen to grant licenses
for pool and bowling. Yes, 36. No, 23. A motion to
reconsider was lost, 20 voting in favor, 37 against.
Article 6. Or act or do anything relative to the above.
Voted, that meeting be dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
STATE ELECTION
Pursuant to a warrant, duly executed, the qualified
voters of the Town of Norwell met at the Town Hall
on Tuesday, November 5. 1912 at 6 a. m. Ezra E. Stet-
son, Chairman of Board of Selectmen, acted as presiding
election officer. The polls were opened at 6.03 a. m. and
were closed at 12.30 p. m. Two hundred and ninety-four
names were checked on the voting list and the count of
ballots cast agreed. The result was as follows:
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ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE
PRESIDENT
Chafin and Watkins, Prohibition o
Reimer and Gillhaus, Socialist Labor
Roosevelt and Johnson, Progressive Party 104
Taft and Sherman, Republican 97
Wilson and Marshall, Democratic 78
Blanks 1
5
GOVERNOR
Charles S. Bird, Progressive Party 86
Eugene N. Foss, Democratic 83
Patrick Mulligan. Socialist Labor o
Frank N. Rand, Prohibition o
Roland D. Sawyer, Socialist o
Joseph Walker, Republican 97
Blanks 28
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Daniel Cosgrove, Progressive Party 61
Alfred H. Evans, Prohibition 2
Robert Luce, Republican 119
Robert B. Martin, Socialist o
Dennis McGoff, Socialist Labor o
David I. Walsh, Democratic 64
Blanks 48
SECRETARY
Frank J. Donahue. Democratic 58
Ellen Hayes, Socialist o
Albert P. Langtry. Republican 124
Karl Lindstrand, Socialist Labor o
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William W. Nash, Prohibition 0
Russell A. Wood, Progressive Party 58
Blanks 54
TREASURER
Charles A. Ohace, Prohibition 1
David Craig, Socialist Labor O
Eldon B. Keith, Progressive Party 63
Joseph L. P. St. Coeur, Democratic 53
Elmer A. Stevens, Republican 122
Louis F. Weiss, Socialist 0
Blanks 55
AUDITOR
James F. Carens. Democratic 53
Herbert B. Griffin, Prohibition I
Octave A. LaRiviere, Progressive Party 52
Sylvester J. McBride, Socialist o
Jeremiah P. McNally, Socialist Labor o
John E. White, Republican 128
Blanks 60
ATTORNEY GENERAL
George W. Anderson, Democratic 52
Frank Bohmbach, Socialist Labor o
Freeman T. Crommett, Prohibition o
H. Huestis Newton, Progressive Party 59
George E. Roewer, Jr., Socialist o
James M. Swift, Republican 128
Blanks cc
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CONGRESSMAN— ( Sixteenth District)
William J. Bullock, Republican 117
Joseph Palme, Socialist 1
Thomas C. Thacher, Democratic 73
Thomas Thompson, Progressive Party 51
Blanks 52
COUNCILLOR— (First District)
Alfred E. Green, Democratic 57
Eben S. S. Keith, Republican 150
Blanks 87
SENATOR— (First Plymouth District;
William B. Arnold, Progressive Party 72
Clarence W. Harding, Democratic 59
Frederic M. Hersey, Republican 1 1
1
William P. Wright, Socialist O
Blanks 1 52
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT
(Second Plymouth District)
Henry T. Cole, Democratic 70
Charles H. Waterman, Republican 176
Blanks 48
COUNTY COMMISSIONER— (Plymouth County)
Edward P. Boynton, Democratic 56
Maurice Kane, Republican, 114
Edward T. Spear, Socialist u
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Lyman P. Thomas, Progressive Party 72
Blanks 52
COUNTY TREASURER—(Plymouth County)
George B. Cushman, Socialist 3
Horace T. Fogg, Republican 247
Maurice J. Murphy, Democratic 17
Blanks 27
Shall the proposed amendment to the constitution, dis-
qualifying from voting persons convicted of certain of-
fences, be approved and ratified?
Yes 106
No 23
Blanks 165
Shall the proposed amendment to the constitution, dis-
qualifying from voting persons convicted of certain of-
fences, be approved and ratified?
Yes 106
No 23
Blanks 165
Shall the proposed amendment to the constitution, rela-
tive to the taxation of wild or forest lands, be approved
and ratified?
Yea 109
No 15
F 51 rinks 170
Shall an act passed by the general court in the year
nineteen hundred and twelve, entitled "An Act relative ro
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pensioning laborers in the employ of cities and towns,'*
be accepted?
Yes 75
No 60
Blanks 1 59
Meeting dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
TOWN CLERKS' CONVENTION
At a meeting of the Town Clerks' of the several towns
comprising the Second Plymouth Representative District
held at the clerks' office in Marshfield, November 15, 19 12,
the vote for Representative in General Court was as fol-
lows :
. .
Total Cole Waterman Damon Bl'ks
Marshfield 300 58 196 46
Scituate SO? 214 261
Norwell 294 70 176 48
Duxbury 307 93 149 65
Pembroke 207 37 116 54
Whole number of ballots 1,615
Henry T. Cole 472
Charles H . Waterman 898
1 [arry E. Damon 1
Blanks
-?44
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Charles H. Waterman was found to be elected and his
certificate signed in accordance therewith.
HERBERT I. MACOMBER,
Town Clerk Marshfield—Pro Tern.
JETSON WADE,
Town Clerk of Scituate
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk of Norwell
GEORGE H. STEARNS,
Town Clerk of Duxbury
WILBERT E. HALLADAY,
Town Clerk of Pembroke
REGISTERED VOTERS
At the close of registration, October 26, 191 2 there were
525 assessed polls. 403 male voters and 5 women registered
to vote for school committee.
ENROLLED MILITIA
There were 224 men enrolled for military duty in Nor-
well, April 1st, 1912.
HUNTERS LICENSES
There were 83 resident hunters licensed during the
vear ending December 31, 1912.
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DOGS LICENSED
Year ending December i, 1912.
Whole number licensed, 171.
149 males at $2.00 $298 00
22 females at S5.00 no 00
$408 00
Less Clerks' fees, 171 licenses at 20c 34 20
$373 80
Amount turned over to County Treasurer,
June 1, 1912, $163 80
Amount turned over to County Treasurer,
Dec. 1, 1912, 210 00
$373 80
MARRIAGES RECORDED IN NORWELL DURING
THE YEAR 1912.
February 6. At Hanover, Willis Freeman Keene of Wey-
mouth and Carrie May Wilder of Norwell, by Rev.
Melvin S. Nash.
February 22. At Haverhill, Samuel James Gibson of
Bradford and Ada Robinson Johnston of Norwell. by
Rev. Herbert T. Coontz.
March 15. At Portland, Me., Herbert Leslie Woodman
of Norwell and Isabel Cushing of Marshfield, by Rev.
M. Joseph Twomey.
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March 31. At Scituate, Clarence Clifton Hook and L.
Louise Morris, both of Norwell, by Rev. Thomas H.
Goodwin.
April [3. At Hanover, Harold Theodore Lingham of
Norwell and Ina May Tower of Hanover, by Rev.
Joseph Dinzey.
June [8. At Brookline, Howard Stone Power of Norwell
and Elsie Vinal Curtis of Scituate, by Rev. William
H. Lyon.
June 25, 191 2. At Cohasset, James Carey and Mary A.
Black, both of Norwell, by Rev. Howard K.> Bartow.
July 16. At Norwell. Henry Martin Shute of Exeter,
N. H., and Harriet Jacobs Farrar of Boston, by Rev.
Melvin S. Nash.
July 18. At Hanover, Thomas Campbell and Ann Tasker,
both of Norwell. by Rev. William H. Nobbs.
July 25. At Norwell, Horatio Gardner Mann of Hanover
and Sarah Gladys Henderson of Rockland by Rev.
Melvin S. Nash.
August 9. At Hanover. Arthur Franklin Richardson and
Mary [della Harrington, both of Norwell, by Rev.
Melvin S. Nash.
August [8. At Norwell, Joseph Franklin Totman and
Emtna Richards Porter, both of Norwell, by Rev.
Tom Roscoe.
Aligust 22. At South Berwick, Me.. John Caleb Page
and Grace Marion Reed, both of Norwell, by Rev.
Eugene W. ECennison.
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September 8. At Norwell, Edward Ross Gill and Mar-
garet Watson Porter, both of Norwell, by Rev. Tom
Roscoe.
September 29. At Marshfield, Edwin Lincoln Merritt and
Xoa Agnes Damon, both of Norwell, by Rev. Ernest
A. Thomas.
October 18. At Cohasset, George Charles Davis of Han-
over and Gertrude Josephine Lehan of Norwell, by
Rev. F. A. Brogan.
November 6. At Rockland, Ellsworth Grandon Keene of
Norwell and Alice Montague of Rockland, by Rev.
J. P. Ryan.
November 16. At Abington, Nelson Parker Tisdale of
Norwell and Georgietta Wheeler of Abington by
Rev. David H. Woodward.
December 8. At Norwell, Ralph Bainbridge Gillingham
of Newbury, N. H., and Grace Lincoln Studley of
Norwell, by Rev. Edward L. Houghton.
December 25. At Norwell, W^arren Elliott Caldwell of
Brockton and Josie Wilmer Litchfield of Norwell, by
Rev. Melvin S. Nash.
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Report of the Town Treasurer
JANUARY 23, 1912 TO JANUARY 18, 1913 FOR
YEAR 1912.
RECEIPTS
To Cash on hand
General funds $476 14
High School fund 190 54
$666 68
From William H. Spencer, Collector of Taxes
Assessment of 191 1 and Interest $6,678 21
From William H. Spencer, Collector of Taxes
Assessment of 19 1
2
Poll $408 00
Moth 238 15
Real estate 9,406 15
Personal estate 2,810 13
Abatements 67 43
Disccunts 200 92
Interest 57
Excise Tax 367 35
$13,498 70
40
From Loans in Anticipation of Taxes 19 12
South Scituate Savings Bank $6,000 00
Rockland Trust Company 9,000 00
$15,000 OO
From Second District Court Probation Refund $18 OO
From Miscellaneous Sources
Supt. of Almshouse, sale of produce $95 22
Sealer of Weights and Measures 4 95
George S. Hatch, Fish Right 1 00
Chas. H. Jones, Fish Right 1 00
Rockland Trust Co., Interest on
balance and Premium on Note 34 77
F. E. Henderson, Use of Roller 15 00
J. H. Sparrell, Spraying Private
Property 11 00
J. H. Sparrell, Spraying Acct. 82 50
W. O. Turner, Sale of Plank 7 00
Estate of Nathan dishing. Moth
work 717 58
Hayward W. dishing, Moth work 229 02
$1,199 °4
From State Treasurer
Public Service Corporation Tax $1,361 45
Business Corporation Tax 48 49
National Bank Tax 892 69
Street Railway Tax 443 16
State Aid Refunded 1,900 00
Inspect. .1- «>f Animals i~ y~
Burial of Soldier 27 ^
41
Gypsy Moth 77 24
State Highway 600 00
Support of Poor 75 25
Burial of Poor 15 00
$5466 03
For School Purposes Only
H. T. Fogg, County Treasurer,
Dog Tax Refunded $334 36
E. A. Stevens, State Treasurer
Income Mass. School Fund 1,159 47
Tuition of Children 333 00
High School Fund 500 00
Supt of Schools 486 1
1
Aid Refunded
Town of Hanson $114 00
Town of Hanover 45 00
Town of Scituate 6 40
Town of Canton 156 00
Town of Hull (burial) 12 00
City of Boston 9 00
Sale of Lots in Cemetery
John F. Osborne $12 00
Everett L. Torrey 10 00
Harriet P. Nichols 10 00
$2,812 94
$342 40
$32 00
42
From Licenses
Charles L. Gleason, pedler's $6 oo
E. B. Tobey, pedler's 6 oo
John Monahan, pedler's 6 oo
Herbert G. Simmons, slaughtering i oo
Corthell Bros., slaughtering I oo
Wallace H. Damon, slaughtering i oo
Walter J. W agner, slaughtering I oo
$22 OO
$45,736 OO
PAYMENTS
Highway
General work $971 01
Mt. Blue Street 1,491 08
Jacobs Avenue 390 18
River Street 502 11
Washington St., (state road) 1.835 76
Snow 108 so
$5,298 64
Almshouse $1,211 83
Outside Poor (this town) 1,544 84
Outside Poor (other towns) 312 30
$3,068 97
State Aid $1,836 00
Soldiers' Relief 360 18
$2,196 18
43
Schools
High school fund
Town Officers
Police Officers
Gypsy Moth
Incidentals
State Tax
County Tax
Sundry Accounts
Abatements
Discounts
Town Hall
Board of Health
Cemetery
Tree W arden
Spraying
School Physician
James Library
Post 112. G. A. R.
Electric Lights
Fire Account
Gaffield Park
Squares and Triangles
Street Railing
Vault Account
$10,241 57
5&2 77
$10,824 34
$1,791 40
3& 94
2,265 19
695 °5
$4,790 58
$1,875 00
1.602 1 7
$3477 17
$152 76
200 92
55 00
132 46
35 00
63 00
229 1
1
4 00
100 00
150 00
216 80
37i 59
25 00
74 84
149 86
301 99
$2,262 33
44
NOTES AND INTEREST PAID
Bureau of Statistics certifying notes $12 00
South Scituate Savings Bank, antici-
pation 191 1, No. 2 5,000 00
Interest 100 00
Rockland Trust Company, anticipa-
tion 191 1, No. 4 1,000 00
Interest 21 45
Rockland Trust Company, anticipa-
tion 191 1, No. 5 2,000 00
Interest 20 67
South Scituate Savings Bank Inter-
est on anticipation 1912, No 6 120 00
Rockland Trust Company, anticipation
1912, No. 7 5,000 00
Interest 116 67
interest on "A. T. Otis" poor fund
note 52 00
Interest on "Coffin" fund note 80 00
Cash on hand to balance
General funds $187 23
High school fund 107 77
$13,522 79
$295 00
$45736 OO
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Treasurer.
Report of the Overseers of the Poor
ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNT—DR.
John S. Gardner, superintendent $300 00
H. S. Turner & Co., groceries 135 66
Curtis & Bates, groceries 93 03
A. J. Litchfield & Son, groceries 182 86
A. S. Ford, groceries 36 09
C. S. West & Son, groceries 6 76
Corthell Bros., meat 89 63
W. W. Cutler, meat 33 48
Samuel Olson, fish 33 56
John Martin, ice 12 -?4
A. L. Power, pigs 8 00
John W. Burns, plowing 5 00
C. W. Tildin. smith work T 5 00
George H. Turner, fertilizer 5 55
W. D. Turner, wood 60
George F. Welch, lumber and coal IOI 62
C. W. & E. H. Sparrell, burial 29 00
H. J. Little, M. D., medical att'd. 81 75
$1,211 83
46
ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNT—CR.
Received for sale of produce $119 08
J.ess cash paid for supplies 26 86
$92 22
Due for board and medical att'd. 315 25
$407 47
Net cost of almshouse $804 36
Appropriation 800 00
Exceeded . $4 36
PAID FOR SUPPORT OF OUT DOOR HOME POOR
Curtis & Bates, groceries $61 92
A. J. Litchfield & Son, groceries 104 00
H. S. Turner & Co., groceries ~?37 85
B. R. Foster, groceries 7 00
Cain & Blanchard, groceries 62 70
John S. Brooks Co., groceries 103 70
W. D. Turner, wood 7-2 5°
C. \Y. Ciove, rent 1 10 75
Town of Rockland, supplies 289 70
Brockton Hospital, medical aid 89 00
( ity ol Boston, medical aid 140 86
H.
J, Little, medical aid 220 25
State Hospital, medical aid 57
47
C. L. Rice, ambulance 10 oo
Town of Hlngham, supplies 2 00
W. R. Torrey, interest 8 04
$1,544 84
OTHER TOWNS
C. W. Grose, rent $44 00
Albert Culver Co., coal 4 38
Benjamin Loring, wool 5 50
J. S. Brooks Co., groceries 15 00
H. S. Turner Co., supplies 8 00
W. H. Spencer, tax 4 75
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 153 10
Cain & Blanchard, supplies 36 32
C. S. West & Son, supplies 6 00
H. J. Little, M.D., medical aid 35 25
Appropriation $1,000 00
Received from other towns 15 00
Due form other towns 297 30
$312 30
$1,857 T 4
$1,312 30
Execeded $544 84
48
STATE AID
Amount paid $1,836 00
Unexpended balance 164 00
Appropriation $2,000 00
SOLDIERS' RELIEF
C. C. Hammond M. D., medical aid $115 50
C. W. & E. H. Sparrell, burial 85 00
Mary Monahan, nursing 65 00
Thomas H. Goodwin, nursing 52 93
City of Somerville, aid 24 00
C. C. Howes, M.D., medical aid 13 50
E. A. Turner, burial agent 2 00
W. S. Curtis, medicine 2 25
Due from state $74 00
Appropiration 200 00
$360 18
Exceeded
$274 00
$86 18
E. E. STETSON,
W D. TURNER,
F. W. JONES,
Overseers of the Poor.
Road Account
E. P. Joseph, 13 days $32 5°
6 horses and 3 men, 2 days 3° 00
4 horses and 2 men, 3 days 3° 00
2 horses and 1 man, 20 days 100 00
1 man, 38 days 76 00
Arthur J. Mitchell and team 55 00
Clifford Brett and team 60 00
Lyman Lincoln and team 33 60
Edward A. Jacobs and team 50 00
F. E. Henderson and team ii5 25
Walter C. Barnard and horse 6 80
Benjamin Loring and team 63 25
Timothy Sheehan and horse 11 79
Asa Vining and horse 11 79
Walter Osborn and horse 15 00
Walter S. Briggs and horse 20 00
John Collamore and horse 15 00
A. H. Tilden 22 00
Robert Leavitt 20 00
Edwin Damon 28 00
Ernest Henderson 8 00
Charles Georgeatte 7 50
Walter R. Barker 10 00
Andrew Breingan 6 00
50
John D. Cook, Jr., o oo
John W. Cook 4 oo
Clarence E. Joseph 24 38
Peter Sheehan 2 oo
Charles \ . Chapman 4 oo
John Prince IO oo
Albion Damon Qo oo
Charles Curtis
o8 oo
George Barrell 6 oo
T 1 C\ 1
John Sheehan 4 oo
Charles Hunt IO oo
Mrs. L. Bates, gravel 15 3°
Bert Partridge, gravel 5 5°
1 T 1 1Charles Johnson, gravel 6 20
Mrs. J. Burns, g'ravel 6 OO
H. Gloyd 2 OO
Robert Mac Donald, blacksmithing 4 15
W. T. Osborn. expressing 50
C. \V. Tilden. repairing road machine 9 00
Good Roads Machine Co., 8 50
$971 01
Appropriation $1,000 00
Unexpended balance $28 99
E. P. JOSEPH,
Surveyor.
Snow A rfoiin tJ. X. V^\^V/ L4L 1 1 L
K. l\ Joseph $10 50
Richardson Bros., 10 50
Benjamin Loring 16 88
F. E. Henderson 12 00
Carlton O. Litchfield 12 00
E. A. Jacobs 10 00
Clifford A. Brett 9 00
Joseph Briggs 7 OO
C. E. Brewster 5 62
Timothy Sheehan 5 00
C. W. Tildin repair of snow plough 10 oo
Appropriation
$108 50
$367 35
Unexpended balance $258 85
River Street Appropriation
E. P. Joseph, 10 days $25 00
£. P. Joseph, man,, 10 days 20 00
E. P. Joseph, man and team, 10 days 50 00
Benjamin Luring and team 5 00
Arthur J. Mitchel and team 55 00
Walter Oshorn and team 30 00
Carlton O. Litchfield and team 25 00
George Turner and team 20 00
Jessie Reed and team 20 00
Henry Ford and team 25 00
John Burns and team 25 00
Chester Taylor and horse 13 44
Edwin Damon 20 00
John Prince 14 00
George Barrell 20 00
Seth Thomas 22 00
Clarence E. Joseph 18 00
Russel Walker 6 00
A. H. Tilden 13 00
E. H. Gill 12 00
A Black I4 oo
53
Mr. Sims 5 00
G. F. Welch, coal and lumber 44 67
$502
Appropriation 500
Exceeded 2
E. P. JOSEPH,
Surveyor.
State Road Account
E. P. Joseph as per contract $i,573 5°
Standard Oil Co., oil 262 26
$1,835 76
Town appropriation $1,200 00
State 600 00
$1,800 00
Exceeded $35 76
JACOB AVENUE ACCOUNT
E. P. Joseph, labor $53 33
E. P. Joseph, freight and sharpening drills 3 85
Benamin Loring, labor and team 45 00
A. J. Mitchell, labor and team 45 00
J. D. Cook, labor 4 00
J. W. Cook, labor 18 00
George W. Barrell, labor 20 00
Edward A. Damon, labor 18 00
Clarence Joseph, labor 8 00
mums H. Tildin, labor 8 00
55
Fred W heelwright, labor 1 6 oo
Francis Scully, labor 16 oo
J. A. Cash, labor 14 oo
John Prince, labor 14 00
Alexander Black, labor 2 00
Benjamin Loring, gravel 5 00
Good's Road Machine Co., drain pipe 100 00
Due for moving wall $27 00
Appropriation 100 00
$390 18
$127 OO
Exceeded $263 18
MOUNT BLUE ROAD
Arthur J. Mitchel and team $200 00
A. H. Tilden, labor 78 00
Walter Wagner, labor 20 00
John Prince, labor 70 00
George Barrell 78 00
Edwin Damon, labor 78 00
John W. Cook, labor 20 00
Austin Lincoln, labor 70 00
Arthur Dagainer. labor 4i 63
Albert Osborn, labor 44 00
Fred Wheelwright, labor 49 00
Herbert Litchfield, labor 22 00
56
Clarance E. Joseph, labor
Walter Osborn, labor and teams
John Leslie, gravel
P. L. Maury, gravel
E. P. Joseph, labor and teams
H. L. House, engineer
Due for moving wall
Appropriation
32 00
15 00
17 20
18 00
606 75
3i 50
$1,491 08
$84 00
700 00
$784 00
Exceeded $707 08
E. P. JOSEPH,
Surveyor.
Town Officers' Account
xl. JL. btetson, selectman, overseer of
poor and assessor $240 00
W. D. Turner, selectman, overseer of
poor and assessor 320 75
Frank W. Jones, selectman, overseer
of poor and assessor 285 00
Joseph F. Merritt, clerk no 00
Joseph b. Merritt, treasurer 150 00
Joseph F. Merritt, registra of voters 35 00
E. W. Crowell, auditor 25 00
Wm. H. Spencer, tax collector 200 00
John Whalen, forest warden 00
Mary C. Curtis, school committee 50 00
Benjamin Loring, school committee 25 00
George C. Turner, school committee 25 00
E. M. Sexton, registra of voters 25 00
H. E. Stetson, registra of voters 25 00
Arthur Stoddard, registra of voters 25 00
Charles W. Thomas, teller 12 00
Amos H. Tildin, teller 15 00
Charles Scully, teller 15 00
Elliott W. Crowell, teller 2 00
J. H. Lehan, teller 2 00
Henry C. Ford, teller 3 00
58
John Whalen. moderator and teller 18 00
Walter T. Osborn, constable 50
Jesse Winslow, constable 2 OO
L. Frank Hammond, constable 12 50
Alvin G. Spencer, sealer of weights
and measures 3i 35
H. J. Little, inspector of provisions 36 00
Alpheus Damon, inspector of provisions 59 00
$1,791 40
Appropriation 1.500 00
Exceeded $291 40
Incidental Account
W. D. Turner, cash book 5°
W. D. Turner, platform for well Dist.
No. 6 I 20
Electric Light & Power Co., light 18 20
J. F. Merritt, recording marriages,
births and deaths, 80
Southern Mass. Telephone Co., tolls 9 90
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., reports
printing 191 30
Alphens Damon, inspector 63 75
J. AY. Foster, inspector 31 5°
W. T. Osborn, posting warrants 10 5°
W. T. Osborn, expressing 1 09
W. T. Osborn, carting plank 5 00
W. T. Osborn, burying horse 3 00
Norwell Post Office, stamps and en-
velopes . 84 34
Arthur I. Randall, warrants °5
A. W. Brownell, license book 2 25
H. H. Howland. expressing 1 1
2
Hobbs, Warren & Co., blanks 9 °5
John B. Washburn, transfers 5 25
H. D. Smith, repair on water system 4 25
C. C. Hook, rent of building 9 00
60
George H. Mason & Co., measures i 31
Carrie M. Ford, printing 31 80
F. L. Thomas, cedar posts 4 40
& L. E. Gurley, yard stick and
Sealer's book 3 87
North River Press, printing 1 50
r. Groom & Co., note book 10 50
H. L. House, services 3 00
F. W. Jones, tax collector's book 4 00
Thomas Buttimer, services 17 00
Wm. H. Spencer, 2 pumps and repairs 36 50
F. W. Varney, Scituate tax 5 32
George McQuestion Co., bridge plank 65 88
Y., N. H. & H. R. freight of plank 7 91
K. E. Stetson, receipt blanks and
telephone calls 3 05
E. P. Joseph, cleaning well Dist. No. 6 3 00
A. J. Litchfield & Son, paint and spikes 4 51
H. E. Robbins, justice of peace 2 00
H. T. Fogg, justice of peace 2 00
C. W. & E. H. Sparrell, return of deaths 4 75
H. J. Little, M. D., return of birts 1 50
H. S. Fernald, M. D., return of births 25
F. S. Lyons, M. 1)., return of birth 75
Due for plank, etc. $54 65
Received sale of plank 7 00
Appropriation 750 00
$695 05
$811 65
Unexpended $116 60
Fire Account
John Whalen, services $3i 02
W. 1 . Osborn, expressing 5 1/
Harry S. Merritt, repairs on engine i 50
Eastern Drug Co., acid T QIo l 3
Fry Phipps & Co., shovels, etc. 12 5°
T\7" * 1 a O 1 j_ ' * ^ 1 _Knight & 1 nomas, extinguishers IOO 95ATT ' i. „1 .C „ 1 1 p C „„ ^ ^ 1 „ ^ y _A. J. Litchfield & Son, soda, etc. 13 00
T~) 1 X7'Reed tire
C. G. Amslee $5 r
_DO
r. ivi. L urns 4 90
William Leslie 4 90
Francis Leslie 1 75
George Osborn 1 75
William Spencer 1 40
Paul Briggs 1 05
W. T. Osborn
•
1 70
Valley Swamp Fire
Andrew Brengan $1 40
E. A. Damon 1 40
E. C. Damon 35
C. A. Brett 1 40
W. Gotman 70
Benjamin Loring 35
$23 05
J. W. Cook
E. H. Sparrell
62
35
5 oo
High Street Fire
Arthur Jones
A. \Y. Thomas
Howard Mann
Horace Gaudette
C. W. Grose
Ashley Jones
Virgil Damon
John White
Harold Griffin
Winslow Morrill
Howard Robinson
E. \V. Gardner
Circuit Street Fire
EdgarLee
S. G. Maynard
S. Goosby
Primus Liggins
H. Gunderway
John Prince
Ansel Phillips
C. Cromwell
E. H. Gill
E. A. Jacobs
$io 95
$ 70
70
70
70
70
' 35
35
35
35
35
35
$6 30
$1 58
1 58
1 05
53
53
70
53
53
1 70
3 15
$ir 88
63
Summer Street Fire
C. G. Ainslie
William Leslie
Percy Litchfield
L. Ellms
Elm Street Fire
Hanover Fire Dept.
E. A. Parkrer
Elmer Henderson
W. M. Gardner
C. Smith
R. Smith
James Winslow
William Tolman
John Strachan
T. Appleford
C. Hunt
A. F. Henderson
Harding Sproul
Harry Gardner
H. D. Smith
T. Whittaker
Appropriation
$ 88
88
70
35
2 8i
$5 40
14 00
22 75
22 75
20 30
4 55
2 45
1 05
15 05
3 85
2 28
6 30
3 15
2 10
6 25
2 10
$134 33
$37i 59
300 00
Exceeded $7i 59
Miscellaneous
Washington Street Cemetery
F. S. Farrar, labor $13 25
W. W. Farrar, labor 10 75
C. A. Brett, labor 6 00
C. V. Chapman, labor 4 00
E. C. Briggs, labor 1 00
Appropriation $50 00
Received from sale of lots 32 00
Balance in favor of cemetery
School Physician
Appropriation $25 00
H. J. Little, M. D., services 4 00
Unexpended balance
James Library
Mrs. Mary L. Powers, treasurer
Appropriation $100 00
65
Memorial Day Account •
Post 112, G. A. R. $150 00
Appropriation $150 00
Town Hall Account
L. F. Hammond, janitor $25 00
H. E. Robbins, insurance 30 00
$55 00
Appropriation 50 00
Exceeded $5 00
BOARD OF HEALTH ACCOUNT
Walter T. Osborn, expressing $ 40
Nelson T. Tisdale, quarantine 45 00
George H. Tisdale, quarantine 60 00
Thomas H. Farner, supplies 12 06
H. J. Little, M. D., services 15 00
$132 46
Unexpended balance 117 54
$250 00
Appropriation $250 OO
Abatement of Taxes
William H. Spencer $126 04
Walter T. Osborn 18 11
66
F. W. Jones 8 61
•$152 76
Appropriation 100 00
Exceeded $52 76
Discount on Taxes
VV H. Spencer $200 92
Appropriate n 200 00
Exceeded 92
Railing Account
George F. Welch, lumber, etc. $68 32
E. P. Joseph, labor 81 54
Unexpended 14
$150 00
Appropriation $150 <X)
Vault Account
W. 1). Turner, freight and moving $13 33
John F. Wilder, labor 67 68
C. W. Tilden, iron 16 10
Morris Ireland Co., safe and
vault door 126 92
W. C. Soule, paint 2 78
George F. Welch, brick and cement 73 45
67
A. J. Litchfield & Son, paint i 73
$301 99
Appropriation 275 00
Exceeded $26 99
Street Lights
Appropriation $225 OO
Rockland & Abington Light & Power Co. 216 00
Unexpended balance $9 00
GAFF IELD PARK ACCOUNT
Edward F. Winslow, labor $13 00
F. M. Curtis, labor to 00
J. L. Merritt, labor 2 00
Total expenditure $25 00
Appropriation $25 00
SQUARES AND TRIANGLES
J. H. Sparrell, labor $5 50
Edward F. Wnslow, labor 16 50
Everett Osborne, labor 2 00
J. L. Merritt, labor 2 00
Lyman Lincoln, labor 1 13
F. M. Curtis, labor 6 63
W. 0. Merritt, labor 1 08
George H. Bates, labor 6 75
68
J. F. Totman, labor 2 00
I. Austin Lincoln, labor 5 00
Charles T. Fish, sharpening lawn mower 1 25
Church Hill Improvement Society 25 00
Total expenditure
Unexpended balance
Appropriation
TREE WARDEN ACCOUNT
W. C. Moore & Co., 50 trees, $20 00
J. H. Sparrell, labor 22 50
F. M. Curtis, labor 10 00
Edward F. Winslow, labor 10 50
Total expenditure
Appropriation
Exceeded
SPRAYING ELMS ACCOUNT
J. H. Sparrell, labor $24 93
Lyman Lincoln, labor and horse 25 14
F. M Curtis, labor 18 00
Edward F. Winslow, labor 19 00
J. L. Merritt, labor 7 75
E. F. Winslow, labor 13 75
E. H. Sparrell, team, 30 00
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H. S. Turner, gasolene 6 64
Moth Dept., 1,500 lbs lead 82 50
Alvan G. Spencer 1 40
Total expenditure $229
Appropriation $250 00
Cash received 11 00
$261 00
Unexpended balance 31 89
$229
Eighth Annual Moth Report for the
Year Ending Dec. 31, 191 2.
J. H. Sparrell $705 47
F. M. Curtis 199 64
H. G. Pincin 9i 38
I). F. Brown 115 02
Clarence Joseph in 14
C C. Hook 50 75
Edward F. Winslow 123 02
J. L. Merritt 46 14
E. F. Winslow 77 88
J. E. Stoddard 20 63
Fred Stoddard 20 63
Laban Bates 28 13
T. H. W alters 28 88
(ieorge A. Jackman 2 00
J. F. Totnian 157 88
Everett Osborne 27 00
Seth Thomas 5 00
Lyman Lincoln 16 75
William Leslie 6 50
Henry Spencer 22 00
Sammie Turner
Irving Winslow 16 00
Frank Baker 45 *3
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George W. Brown
Paul L. Briggs
Donald Porter
J. A. Martin
Ross Gill
J. M. Reed
E. Boyd
W. T. Osborn, express
A. J. Mitchell, carting
Curtis & Bates, supplies
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies
E. H. Sparrell, team
Total expenditure
Town liability
Property liability
116 63
10 00
75 63
25 26
35 25.
28 00
8 00
3 55
5 00
9 35
6 05
5 00
$2,265 19
$475 37
1,461 01
J. H. SPARRELL,
Superintendent.
Report of Sealer of Weights and
Measures
sealed adjusted condemned
Platform scales over 5,000 lbs 1
Platform scales under 5,000 lbs 4 1
All other scales
. 27
All other scales 3 5
Nio. weights 49 8
No. dry measures 5 4
No. liquid measures 14 1
No. yard sticks 5
Tested weighing in stores, 3.
Tested weighing, junk wagons 2.
Other test weighings, 2.
Coal weighings, 2.
Amount paid for supplies $7 18
Amount paid sealer 31 35
$38 S3
Amount received from fees 4 95
Total cost to town $33 5&
ALVAN G. SPENCER,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
Assessors' Report
i QAdUiC 1 Cdl Cold.lt $9°5>47 I 00
j. c\ y\cx L7 i V- uti o'Jllctl CoLdlC 210,480 00
$ I > II 5>95 1 00
J__-A.C1 1 ljJlCU. ltdl ColdlC
m>4 i ,335 00
FxPTTiV)tfrl n^rsnnal psrat**J—* -<^-v.ijjj/l\~^i |jv_ l a i let 1 ColdLC 3,075 00
$44,410 00
Tntnl va 1 ii q firm to toJ. UldJ \dlUdllUIl lUl^
vf> I
,
100,301 OO
lOldl VdlUdLlOn 191
1
1,147,098 00
Increase in 1912 13,263 00
Tax rate in 19 12, $16 50 per $1,000 00
Town tax $19,360 44
County tax $1,602 17
State tax $1,875 00
Excise tax $367 35
Persons assessed 1,008
Poll tax only 171
Polls assessed 473
Polls exempted 44
Total number of polls 517
Number of acres of land 12,787!
Number of dwelling houses 507
Number of horses assessed 3"
74
Number of cows assessed 187
Number of neat cattle assessed 50
Number of sheep assessed 28
Number of swine assessed 60
Number of fowl assessed n>993
EZRA E. STETSON.
W. D. TURNER,
F. W. JONES,
Assessors
Tax Collector's Report
ASSESSMENT OF 191 1.
Total tax $20,311 43
Interest collected 191 1 1 90
$20,313 33
Cash paid Treasurer $13,426 13
Abatement 79 62
Discount 229 75
Cash on hand 23 98
Unpaid taxes, Jan. I, 1912 6.553 ^5
$20,313 33
Taxes unpaid $6,553 85
Cash unpaid 23 98
Interest collected 168 00
$6,745 83
Cash paid taxes $6,619 60
Abatements 5^ 61
Taxes unpaid 54 76
76
Cash on hand 12 86
$6,745 83
ASSESSMENT 1912.
Total tax $1973! 15
Interest collected 57
$19,731 72
$12,863 00
200 92
67 43
6,600 37
$19731 72
WILLIAM H. SPENCER,
Collector of Taxes, 191 1 and 1912.
Cash paid Treasurer
Discount
Abatement
Taxes unpaid
Recapitulation
EXPENDITURES
Almshouse $1,211 8}
Out door poor, home 1,544 84
Out door poor, other towns u 0
State Aid 1,836 00
Soldiers' Relief 360 18
Highways 971 01
Mt Blue Street 1,491 08
Jacobs Avenue 390 18
Washington Street 1-835 76
River Street 502 1
1
Snow 108 50
Town Officers 1 '79 ' 40
Police Officer 38 94
Incidental- 695 05
Fire Account 37i 59
Gypsy Moth Account 2,265 19
Memorial Dav 150 00
Town Hall 55 00
Board of Health 132 46
Washington Street Cemetery 35 00
Street Lights 216 80
Squares and Triangles 74 84
78
Tree W arden 63 00
Spraying Elm Trees 229 1
1
Gaffield Park 00
James Library 100 00
School Physician 4 00
State Tax $i,875 00
County Tax 1,602 17
Schools 10,824 34
Abatement of Taxes 152 76
Discount on Taxes 200 92
Interest 522 79
Vault 301 99
Street Railing 149 86
$32,441 00
CREDIT
Received from State and other towns
for aid $432 65
( iypsy moth tax, town 370 71
Gypsy moth, state 77 24
Sale of Lead 82 50
Spraying Elms, private persons 1
1
00
Sale of Cemetery lots 32 00
State Highway Commission 600 00
Interest on bank balances 34 77
Licenses 22 00
Sealer of Weights and measures 4 95
Sale of fish rights 2 00
Corporation Tax 1,409 94
Soldier's burial 37 00
Sale of bridge plank 7 00
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Bank tax 892 O9
Street Railway tax 443 16
Street Railway excise tax 367 35
Sale of products at almshouse 95 22
School funds 2,812 94
State Aid 1,900 00
Refunded for Gypsy moth work 946 60
Use of steam roller 15 00
Inspection of animals x 5 75
2nd Dist. Probate Court, refunded 18 00
$10,630 47
Financial Statement
LIABILITIES
Notes in favor So. Scituate Savings
Bank $6,000 00
Notes in favor Rockland Trust Co 4,000 00
Notes in favor Coffin Fund 2,000 00
Notes in favor Otis Fund 1,300 00
Interest due on notes 149 00
$13,449 OO
ASSETS
from State School Fund $1,220 05
State Aid 1,836 00
Soldiers' Relief 74 00
Aid to Poor 612 55
Mooring walls 1 1
1
00
Sale plank 54 65
Uncollected Taxes, 191
1
67 62
Uncollected Taxes, 1912 6,600 37
Interest on Taxes 33 00
81
Cash on hand with Treasurer 295 00
$10,904 24
Balance against Town $2,544 76
EZRA E. STETSON,
WILLIAM D. TURNER,
FRANK W. JONES,
Selectmen.
I have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Over-
seers of the Poor, Treasurer, School Committee and Tax
Collector and have found them correct as reported.
ELLIOTT W. CROWELL,
Auditor.
.Report of Trustees
THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE COFFIN POOR FUND
Amount of fund $2,000 00
Loaned on town note at 4 per cent.
In Savings Bank. Jan. I, 1912 $78 92
Cash on hand. Jan. 1, 19 12 80 00
Interest on Bank Book 80 00
Interest on Note 4 55
Paid for care of cemetery lot $30 00
Paid worthy poor 66 73
In Bank, Jan. 1,1913 66 74
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 19 13 80 00
$243 47
$243 47
TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE ABIGAIL T. OTIS
CEMETERY AND TOMB FUNDS
Amount of funds $1,500 00
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Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1912 290 45
Interest to Jan. 1,1912 80 34
Paid for care of cemetery lots " $55 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1913 315 79
Amount of funds 1,500 00
$1,870 79
$1,870 79
TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE A. T. OTIS POOR FUND
Loaned on Town Note $1,300 00
In Savings Bank 700 00
In Savings Bank Jan. 1,1912 $123 94
Interest on Bank Book 35 65
Interest on Town Note 52 00
Paid worthy poor $55 3°
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1913 5 2 °°
Interest in Bank Jan., 1913 104 29
$2,000 00
$211 59
$211 59
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TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE JOSSELYN
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $200 oo
Interest on deposit Jan. I* 19 12 19 58
Interest to Jan. I, 1912 9 81
Paid for care of lot $8 00
Interest on bank book 21 39
Amount of fund 200 00
$229 39
$229 39
TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE SAMUEL C. CUD-
WORTH CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1912 3 2 79
Interest to Jan. 1. 191 2 10 40
Paid for care of lot $8 00
Interest in Bank 35 79
Amount of fund 200 00
$243 19
$243 79
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SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE PRUDENCE E.
DELANO CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $300 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 12 91 01
Interest to Jan. 1, 1912 17 53
$408 54
Paid for repairs and care of tomb, $12 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 13 96 54
Amount of fund 300 00
$408 54
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE NANCY
HERSEY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
•Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 12 2 39
Interest to Jan. 1, 19 13 4 55
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest on Bank Book 2 94
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 94
$106 94
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THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE BETSEY TOLMAN
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 oo
Interest on deposit Jan. I, 1912 2 00
Interest to Jan. 1, 1913 4 63
Paid for care of lot $6 63
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 63
$106 63
TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE GEORGE P. CLAPP
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 12 2 00
Interest on bank book 4 63
Paid for care of lot $6 63
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 63
106 63
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TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE GEORGE P CLAPP CEMETERY
FUND
Amount of fund $100 oo
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 19 12 2 00
Interest on Bank Book 4 63
$106 63
Paid for care of lot $6 63
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 63
NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE MARY O. ROBBINS CEMETERY^
FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1,1912 1253
Interest on Bank Book 9 48
$222 01
Paid for care of lot $8 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1913 14 01
Amount of fund 200 00
$222 01
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SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE CHARLES H. MERRITT
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $50 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 12 1 67
Interest on Bank Book 2 27
Paid for care of lot $2 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 13 1 94
Amount of fund 50 00
$53 94
?53 94
SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE JAMES W. SAMPSON
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 191 2 4 55
Interest on Bank Book 4 66
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 13 5 21
Amount of fund 100 00
$109 21
$109 21
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SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE ROBBINS TOMB FUND
Amount of fund $100 oo
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1912 18 28
Interest on Bank Book 5 37
Interest in Savings Bank $23 65
Amount of fund 100 00
$123 65
$123 65
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE DAVIS DAMON CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1912 5 80
Interest on Bank Book 4 70
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1913 6 50
Amount of fund 100 00
$110 50
$1 10 50
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SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE SUSAN C. DAMON CEMETERY
FUND
Amount of fund $100 oo
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1912 2 44
Interest on Bank Book 4 55
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1913 2 99
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 95
$106 99
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE THIRTEENTH
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE GEORGE CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit an. 1, 19 12 2 40
Interest on Bank Book 4 55
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 191 3 2 95
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 95
$106 95
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FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF GAD LEAVITT CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 oo
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 191 2 9 32
Interest on Bank Book 4 58
$113 00
Paid for care of lot $13 90
Amount of funds 100 00
$113 90
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE ADELINE PAINE CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1,1912 $1016
Interest on Bank Book 9 43
$219 59
Paid for care of lot $6 00
Interest an deposit Jan. 1, 1913 13 59
Amount of fund 200 00
$219 59
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE THOMAS SAMPSON
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $75 00
Interest on Bank Book 3 37
Paid care of lot $1 87
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 19 13 1 50
Amount of fund 75 00
$78 37
$78 37
E. E. STETSON,
W. D. TURNER,
F. W. JONES,
Trustees.
Forest Wardens And Fire
Extinguishers
FOREST W ARDEN
John Whalen
Deputy Forest Wardens
Henry D. Smith John H. Sparreli
Francis E. Henderson Frank W. Jones
Mclvin Little Tom Roscoe
Edward W. Gardner Arnold V. Beach
Benjamin Loring^ Amos H. Tilden
Carlton O. Litchfield Timothy Sheehan
Frank Thomas Jesse Reed
Edward A. Jacobs Edwin A. Turner
LOCATION OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Main Street
Tilon Williams Frank Thomas
Arthur L. Power W. D. Turner (Mill)
H. S. Turner (store) Joseph F. Merritt
Curtis & Bates (store) Town Farm
Calvin S. West & Son (store) Henry J. Corthell
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Town Hall
Frank W. Jones Joseph Bnggs
John Osborn
Edward A. Damon
Melvin Little
Joseph Tolman
At wood L. Ford
James L Litch
Prospect Street
Jacobs Avenue
Andrew F. Jacobs
River Street
George E. Torrey
Winter Street
Amos H. Tilden
Lincoln Street
Grove Street
Arthur J. Pan-
Summer Street
Benjamin Lonng
Clifford A. Brett
Henry D. Smith
Frank Dyer
Tom Roscoe
George B. EUms
Washington Street
John Collamore Joseph H. Curtis
School House (No. i) Edward W. Gardner
Charles W. Thomas
High Street
Alpheus W. Thomas Asa W. Robinson
Charles W. Groce Timothy Sheehan
George W. Ridley
Pleasant Street
Walter S. Briggs Joseph C. Ot;s
Edward A. Jacobs
Tiffany Road
Francis E. Henderson Ezra E. Stetson
Central
Ernest H. Sparrell
William H. Spencer
John E. Leslie
Joseph Hatch
Lincoln S.
Street
George H. Turner
Claude G. Ainslie
John Whalen
John F. Wilder
Whitney
Mt. Blue Street
Richardson Bros.' E. G. Bates
Carlton O. Litchfield Howard Parker
J. Martin Reed
Appropriations Recommended 19 13
Support of Poor $1,200 00
Almshouse 800 00
Support of Schools 6,500 00
Highway Repairs 1,000 00
Removing Snow ex. tax
Memorial Day 150 00
State Aid 2,000 00
Soldiers' Relief 200 OO
Town Officers 1,700 00
Washington Street cemetery 75 00
Tree Warden 50 00
Board of Health 200 00
School Physician 25 00
Squares and triangles 75 OO
T< iwn Hall 50 00
Electric lights 250 00
James Library 100 OO
Fire Department 200 00
Abatement of Taxes 100 00
Discount of Taxes 200 00
Anticipation Note 3-50O 00
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Gypsy Moth 446 38
Superintendent of Schools 250 00
Interest 600 00
State and County taxes 3,100 00
Gaffield Park 25 00
Incidentals 750 00
Spraying Elm trees 200 00
Special Road Work 1,200 00
Transcript of Articles in the Warrant
FOR THE ANNUAL MEETING, MONDAY, THE
THIRD DAY OF MARCH 1913 AT SEVEN
O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON.
Article 1. To choose a moderator.
Art. 2. To bring their votes for a Town Clerk for one
year one Selectman, one Assessor, and one Overseer of the
Poor, for three years a Treasurer, a Collector of Taxes
an Auditor, a Surveyor of Highways, five Constables, and
a Tree Warden for one year, one member of the School
Committee, one member of the Board of Health for three
years, and to vote yes or no in answer to the question,
"Shall licenses be granted for the sale of intoxicating
liquors in this town." all on one ballot. Polls open from
7 A. M., to 1 1 A. M.
Art. 3. To hear the reports of the several boards of
officers and committees of the town and act thereon.
Art. 4 To make the necessary appropriations to defray
the expenses of the town, and for other purposes and to
raise such sums cf money ns the town sJhall deem expedient.
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Art. 5. To see if the town will authorize its treasurer
under the direction of the selectmen, to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes, and for disbursement under the pro-
visions of the law relating to State Aid and Military Aid,
and to defray the expenses of the town.
Art 6 What compensation will the town make for re-
moving snow and appropraite money for the same.
Art. 7. In what manner and time shall the taxes be
collected for the ensuing year.
Art. 8 To make allowance to town creditors.
Art. 9. What sum of money will the town appropriate
for the use of Post 112, G. A. R., on Memorial Day.
Art. 10. \yill the town cause a statement of its finan-
cial affairs to be printed in February next.
Art. 1 1 . Will the town appropriate a sum of money to
be expended in the cemetery on Washington street.
Art. 12. What price will the town pay for labor on
the highway for the ensuing year.
Art. 13. What action will the town take in regard to
keeping the sidewalks in repair.
Art. 14. Will the town give any instruction to town
officers.
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Art. 15. What price will the town pay for work at fires
for the ensuing year.
Art. 16. Will the town take any action in regard to the
care of parks, squares and triangles and make any appro-
priation for the same.
Art. 17. Will the town make an appropriation for the
James Library in return for the free privilege of taking
books which the townspeople now have.
Art. 18. Will the town act in conjunction with the
town of Hanover to have an electric light at the terminus
of River street, Norwell, and Broadway. Hanover, at the
third Herring brook.
Art 19. Will the town appropriate the sum of $446.38
for the suppression of Gypsy and Browntail moths.
Art. jo What sum of money will the town appropriate
to pay the Superintendent of Schools.
Art. 21. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
of two hundred dollars for the purpose of fighting fires.
Atr. 22. What sum of money will the town appropriate
for the spraying of the elm trees along the highways.
Art. 23. Will the town accept in trust by its Selectmen
as Trustees the sum of $200.00 from the estate of Sarah
A. Sawyer, the income to be used for the care of the
Sawyer lot and grounds in Washington Street cemetery.
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Art. 24. Will the town raise and appropriate a sum
of money to oil and repair the several pieces of state road
in town, built under the small town act.
Citizens desiring additional articles in the warrant must
present them to the Selectmen on or before 4 o'clock p.
m., Feb. 15, 1913.
E. E. STETSON,
W. D. TURNER,
F. W. JONES,
Selectmen of Norwell.
1

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
OF THE
TOWN OF NORWELL
FOR THE YEAR 1912

Report of the School Committee of
Norwell for the Year 19 12
To the Citizens of Norzvell :
The year 19 12 brought few changes to our schools. The
year has been one of steady, rather than rapid growth, of
day by day emphasis rather than end of the term cramming,
of patient effort rather than showy results. We believe
that the Norwell schools are now on a well-defined system
both in regard to methods of instruction and administra-
tion.
We have great confidence in our teachers and count it
a blessing that we have been able to retain our entire
teaching force this year. Our teachers have been loyal,
and we have tried to show our appreciation of this by an
equalization of salaries based upon conditions of length
of service, size of school, etc.
TRANSPORTATION
The transportation question, ever present, and hardly
more agreeable to your Committee than to the hard work-
ing citizen who finds it an element in an unpleasantly large
tax bill, came before us in a new form after the March
town meeting as a stringent vote was passed, limiting the
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amount appropriated to $1,000. The matter of continu-
ing any general transportation sufficient to keep the schools
up to their standard in numbers and efficiency was recog-
nized by us as an impossibility. We discussed every plan
of action suggested, and could see nothing hopeful in the
situati< »n.
Fortunately, however, that saving second thought which
is so often better than first thought, came to the voters
of the town and at a later meeting the additional sum of
$1,500 was voted and plans were at once made for a some-
what more simple and less extensive system of transporta-
tion which, we believe, has worked very well. Do not
censure .us. men and women of Nbrwell, for so stoutly up-
holding our transportation system. We have seen it's
good effects so plainly in full membership, interest and
attendance that our belief in it for this town is hearty and
sincere. Norwell can do no better for her scholars and
schools than to continue the present general system, modi-
fied, perhaps, but maintained so that no child shall miss
the full advantages of the schools. Few towns make it
so easy for a child to attend school as Norwell does, but
this has often proved an inducement for people with chil-
dren of school age to settle here, and at least one real
estate firm has featured it in it's circular as an advantage
which Xorwell offers.
OUR FINANCIAL STATEMENT
(
We ask the privilede of explanation upon items of ex-
penditure which may seem unreasonable. A case in point
is a two years' coal bill appearing against the High school.
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Similar peculiarities may occur and some oi them may
be due to a mistake upon our part. If such is the cast,
we shall thank you for calling it to our attention.
FOR THE COMING YEAR
We ask the co-operation of all citizens toward the more
successful work of this year 19 13. Let us have your sug-
gestions, your full sympathy, and your charitable judg-
ment.
Nothing short of the best that we can give is good
enough for the boys and girls of Norwell, and in our
efforts to give them that best we confidently expect from
you, a helping hand.
Respectfully submitted,
BENJAMIN LORING. Chairman.
MARY E. CURTIS, Secretary.
GEORGE C. TURNER.
Norwell, January 15, 1913-
Expenditures
1
YEAR ENDING DEC. 31. 1912.
TEACHERS' SALARIES.
Paid
;
'ohn C. Page, 36 weeks $955 00
Gertrude M. Short, 32 weeks 432 50
Alcina B. Houghton, 32 weeks 412 50
ulith C. Turner, 39 weeks 485 60
Lucy S Williams, 39 weeks 410 50
Margaret S. Towle, 39 weeks 398 00
Grace Field, 39 weeks 616 20
Marion G. Merritt, 39 weeks 445 00
Mabel E. Adams, 39 weeks 398 00
Maria W. Tolman, 39 weeks 445 00
3ertha M Tilden, drawing teacher 125 00
$5* I2 3 3<->
Note—Several payments toward the salaries of the High
school teachers were made from the High School fund.
BOOKS AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
S. Ward $10 OO
C. M. Ford, printing 14 00
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L. E. Knott Apparatus Co.
American Book Co.
E. E. Babb & Co.
$274 49
SUPERINTENDENT
Received from state $250 00
Town appropriation 250 00
$500 00
Paid James S. Haves $534 16
TRANSPORTATION
John Whalen, 13 weeks, (191 1 con-
tract) $240 50
John Whalen, 1 week 18 50
L. F. Hammond, 13 weeks, (1911
contract) 195 00
L. F. Hammond, 1 week 15 00
James L. Litchfield, 13 weeks (1911
contract) 195 00
James L. Litchfield, 1 week 15 00
W. R. Durkee. 13 weeks (1911 con-
tract) 260 00
W. R. Durkee, 1 week 20 00
Minot Williamson, 13 weeks ( 191
1
contract) 195 00
Minot Williamson, 1 week 00
l3 35
m 49
$1,169 00
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TRANSPORTATION
John Whalen, 19 12 contract com-
mencing April 15, 1912 to continue
38 weeks $2,489 00
Paid John Whalen, 26 weeks 1,703 00
CARE OF ROOMS
L. F. Hammond, Janitor Town Hall $200 00
H. Earle Ainslie, janitor Dist. No. 1 40 00
John G. Robinson, janitor Dis. No. 1 24 00
Arthur H. Osborne janitor Dist. No. 2 58 50
Mrs. M. A. Osborne, jan or Dist. No. 5 64 00
F. L. Thomas, janitor 1 £st No. 6 58 50
Win. C. Tolman. janitor Dist. No. 7 58 50
HIGH SCHOOL FUND
Unexpended balance $190 54
Received from state soo 00
Gertrude M. Short, salary $152 50
Alcina B. Houghton 100 00
John C. Page no 00
Harvard University, maps 6 40
Houghton Mifflin Co., books 5 25
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co., supplies 12 07
Ill
6 71
l6 1/
6 79
64 23
55 3*
47 27
582 77
Unexpended $107 77
FUEL AND FITTING
C. A. Brett, coal, High School (1911
and 1912) $220 62
Lot Phillips & Co., wood 6 00
W. D. Turner, wood and measuring 46 33
Geo. F. Welch, coal, High school 8 75
Benj. Loring, wood at Xos. 1 and 2
(contract) 45 00
A. W. Pinson, wood at Nos. 5 and 6
(contract) 38 51
Wm. S. Simmons, wood at No. 7
(contract) 27 90
Phillips, Bates & Co., coal, High
school 19 00
F. W. Jones, wood at No. 2 5 00
C. F. Scully, labor on wood 2 75
Geo. H. Turner, sawing wood 8 00
F. D. Lee, sawing and housing wood 8 50
Albert Osborne, labor on wood 4 00
John G. Robinson, labor on wood 3 00
D. C. Heath & Co., books
Allyn & Bacon, books
DeWolf & Fiske Co., books
American Book Co., books
Ginn & Co., books
E. E. Babb & Co., books and supplies
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Arthur H. Osborne, labor on wood 2 75
John F. Osborne, sawing wood Nos.
1 and 2 7 00
SUPPLIES AND INCIDENTALS
J. F. Turner, labor and material at
Nos. 2 and 6 $7 00
C. H. Jones, labor at Town Hall 1 00
H. T. Brooks, labor at Town Hall 1 00
Geo. A. Turner, labor and material
at No. 2 18 50
W. T. Osborn, freight, carting and
express 12 56
Geo. F. Welch, materials for school
houses 28 83
W. S. Simmons, repairs of flag pole 2 50
J. P. Henderson, water supply for
No. 6 18 00
Curtis & Bates, mdse. cash paid for
labor, cash paid for express 20 91
James S. Hayes, expenses 3 60
Jordan Marsh Co., water coolers 33 75
C. A. Bruce, services at Decoration
Day exercises and graduation 4 50
John Whalen. transportation for Me-
morial Day exercises 15 00
W. R. Durkee, transportation of sick
pupil 1 00
W. O. Merritt, transportation of sick
pupil 1 00
$453 1
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C. L. Rice & Son, furniture for school
rooms 24 50
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, desks for
No. 2 and fixtures 73 05
Wm. T. Sylvester, cleaning vaults No.
2, High, 5 and 6 8 00
F. E. Henderson, cleaning vaults No. 7 2 00
Wm. H. Spencer, 2 new stoves, ma-
terial and labor 82 85
Edwin Osborne, labor on stoves 7 25
Mrs. H. E. Randall, cleaning school
house Dist. No. 6 6 00
Mrs. S. L. Mott, cleaning school
house, Dist. No. 2 10 00
Mrs. E. L. Winslow, cleaning school
house, Dist. No. 7 8 00
Mrs. E. C. Jones, cleaning school
house, Dist. No. 1 12 00
Mrs. M. A. Osborne, cleaning school
house, Dist. No 5 12 00
J. F. Wilder, mason work 12 00
C. H. Corlew, clock 5 00
Beal & McCarthy, repairing piano 2 50
W. W7 . Wade, tuning pianos 4 00
H. S. Merritt, material and labor at
Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6 22 15
C. M. Ford, printing 9 2 5
Albert Osborne, labor in yard 3°
H. S. Turner & Co., zinc for stoves 1 44
L. F. Hammond, services as Truant
Officer 2 2$
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W. T. Osborne, services as Truant
Officer 2 oo
F. L. Thomas, labor at No. 6 2 50
W. C. Tolnian, labor and material at
No. 7 1 80
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 1 02
$481 Of
SUMMARY, YEAR OF 1912.
EXPENDITURES
Transportation, old contract $1,169 00
Transportation, new contract l
,7°2> 00
Teachers' salaries 5> I23 3°
Superintendent 534 16
Care of rooms 503 50
Fuel and fitting 453 1
1
Supplies, etc., 481 01
Books, etc., 274 49
Payments from High School Fund 582 77
$10,824 34
AVAILABLE FUNDS
Massachusetts School Fund $1,1 59 47
From State Treasurer acct. Super-
intendent and Teachers' salaries 486 n
Tuition, etc., state children 333 00
High School Fund 500 00
High School Fund balance 191 1 190 54
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Dog- tax 334 36
Town appropriations, $4,500 general,
$2,500 Transportation, $250 Sup-
erintendent 7,250 00
$10,253 48
Exceeded income $570 86
I have examined the amounts of the School Committee
and find them correct.
ELLIOTT W. CROWELL,
Auditor.
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Program of Graduating Exercises of
Norwell High School
UNITARIAN CHURCH, JUNE 27, 1912.
PROGRAM
Prayer. Rev. Mr.Houghton
Salutatory and Essay, "The Legend of Siegfried,"
Mildred C. Litchfield
Essay, "Aviation," William E. Leslie
Song, "Maid Elsie/' School
Essay, "The Oregon Plan of Government,"
Lawrence G. Turner
Essay. "The Idylls of the King/' Dora F. Black
Song, "Dream Faces/' School
Class History, William A. Williams
Essay. "Dickens, the Friend of Mankind,"
Ethel D. Tolman
Song, "Sing Me Some Quaint Old Ballad,"
Gladys M. Lyons and Chorus
Class Will, Helen S. Farrar
Essay, "Wireless Telegraphy," H. Earle Ainslie
Essay and Valedictory, "The Crusades,"
Dorothy G. Litchfield
Song, "Flail and Farewell/' School
Presentation of Diplomas,
Mr. James S. Hayes, Supt. of Schools
Benediction
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GRADUATES
Mildred Carlton Litchfield
William Edward Leslie
Lawrence Gaffield Turner
Dora Frances Black
Ethel Delano Tolman
Helen Southworth Farrar
Dorothy Gertrude Litchfield
Hatherly Earle Ainslie
William Allyn Williams
*Superintendent's Report
To the School Committee of Norwell:
I herewith submit my fifth annual report.
Work has been done along lines similar to those of last
year. We were fortunate to retain the full corps of
teachers during the year, and the good effects of their
continued efforts have been clearly shown in the general
work of our pupils. Local school conditions are good.
School expenses have increased in our town, as they
have elsewhere, but the increase given our teachers in sal-
aries was merited both from point of service and teaching
ability.
The discipline maintained n our schools s of a high
standard, and the harmony between teachers and pupils,
and teachers and parents, is a thing to be proud of. Very
seldom is it necessary to administer corporal punishment
to any of our pupils, and when you think of the number
of pupils who are almost entirely uncontrolled out of
the school room, the work speaks volumes for the teachers.
ATTENDANCE
This matter has been called to your attention, and
through you and the teachers to the pupils and parents
many times. I think it is bearing good fruit as shown
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in better attendance of certain pupils who have, hereto-
fore, placed school matters in a secondary position. Per-
haps the "strength" with which the committee spoke to
some parents has helped. Whatever the cause we can
point to a greater percentage of attendance in some schools.
Sickness is not always preventable, but when better knowl-
edge of hygienic living is obtained and enforced we can
look for increased interest and attendance.
Pupils who are kept in the same grades for two years are
known as ''repeaters" or "retarded pupils," and every
educator is seeking methods as to the "why" of it, and
what to do for such pupils best interests. We have a very
small number of such in our schools. Lack of effort, and
poor attendance on their part, seems to be the complaint
—
but an arrested mentality shows itself in some cases. It is
the policy to promote every pupil who seems to have a
chance in the next grade.
EYE AND EAR TEST
Number of pupils enrolled 282
Number derHent in eyesight u
Number deficient in hearing 2
Number of parents notified 11
Compared with previous years these defects seem to be
growing less. One good feature is the attention given
to the reports sent out by the teacher, and action taken
in many cases.
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MEDICAL INSPECTION
The necessity of safeguarding school children from
diseases likely to be contracted during school hours is re-
ceiving a good deal of attention, and the principle of
medical inspection has won its place.
The medical profession is realizing more and more that
their greatest work is not to cure disease, but to educate
the people how to prevent it. The object the Greeks kept
constantly before them in their schools was to produce a
sound mind in a sound body, and "the" important one was
the sound body.
Co-operation on the part of the teacher with the in-
spector has kept our schools free from epidemics the past
year.
Once more I must say—"Parents, take a little more
interest in the condition and care of your children's teeth.''
COURSE OF STUDY
Frequent changes are necessary in the elementary course,
and if we are to meet the ever changing spirit of the
times, we must make corresponding changes. Pamphlets
containing suggestions for a course of study were
sent to all our schools by the Board of Education. We
could not use the course as mapped out in its entirety,
and did not expect we could. A course in Geography and
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History based partly on the above "Suggestions" has been
prepared and explained to each of our teachers and is
now in operation in the schools. Courses in Language
and Grammar are under way and will be ready early in
the year. Arithmetic and Spelling were previously out-
lined and need very few changes. A thorough course in
Hygiene with a standard text book as a guide will be
one of the necessities of the new year. 'The ability to
meet new conditions and to adapt one's self to varying
circumstances are requisites for success in our complicated
modern life."
HIGH SCHOOL
Air. McDonald, Agent of Board of Education, visiter*
the school in May. He commended the teachers for their
efforts, but criticized the work along certain lines, and
suggested changes that might be made. Later in consulta-
tion with Mr. Orr, Deputy Commissioner of Education
these changes were talked over—a new program adopted
and an elastic course in electives prepared—these things
are working out well. Mr. McDonald passed from this
life early in August—bluff, brusque, honest. I shall miss
his friendly visits, and although he had a way of doing
and saying things all his own—he did those things that
seemed for the best.
"Under the present policy of the state the High school
is not primarily a fitting school for college, but a school
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intended to train the boys and girls for useful occupations
in life." In many High schools vocational subjects are
given in the course, especially along business or agricul-
tural lines—those along agricultural lines and domestic
science are to be expanded in our school, and good re-
sults are looked for later.
Continued faithful service on the part of the principal
and his assistants, and earnest effort on the part of the
pupils are the worthy things mentioned. Some of our
later graduates are now holding responsible positions.
in closing, I wish to thank you for your most generous
support, the teachers for their faithfulness and the towns-
people for many courtesies.
Respectfully,
JAMES S. HAYES,
Superintendent.
Norwell, Mass., Dec. 30, 1912.
Report of High School Principal
To Mr. James S. Hayes, Superintendent of Schools .
Dear Sir:
[n this my second yearly open letter I shall depart some-
what from that custom that seems to make the principal's
report chiefly a potpourri of the success, the wants, and
the plans in the local high school. Already the taxpayers
and other citizens know much of the material side of their
school, hut otherwise they know little or nothing' of it.
Understanding- this fact, and realizing its most natural
reasons, [ have heen led to choose it as the leading idea of
my theme, speaking, however, in a general way, and en-
deavoring to show the mistaken standards which are un-
fortunately often consequent.
As T l>egin I am reminded of Professor William James*
well known talk on "A Certain Blindness;" and those who
i a read >t will find it applicahle. It must be confessed
as true that the average citizen has no adequate concep-
tion of what is or is not being accomplished in the very
fcution .- inch he supports. At first sight one may
wondei i' this statement. But then,—by what practical
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opportunity may lie learn? A thousand of his personal
interests press themselves before him, and school life is
far removed from the world in which he lives Yet I
do not need to mention the one virtual opportunity that
as a matter of fact he does take. It is the time of public
graduation. Highly fitting is it then that I should pause a
moment to talk in general about graduation and its rela-
tion to the efficiency of a school,—and specifically of these
things in Norwell. Anybody who knows anything about
a high school knows that graduation essays are no part
of its regular work. Further than this, the amount of
containing "Suggestion For a Course of Study" were
energv that has been spent in preparation shows exactly
the amount that has been stolen from the real work of the
school at the most important season,—id est. the last two
or three weeks. The essay subjects are usually read up
specially for the occasion as anybody, even a freshman for
example, could do, and are often so many times corrected
by the teacher that they amount to his or her composition.
In what I choose to call an insincere country high schoos
the principal lays aside regular work in June, and the
pupils attend merely,—wasting precious days. And to
what end? That the unthinking portion of the public
may form a good opinion of the work of the school in
the same way that it judges of a college from the foot-
ball games. The time will of course come when the peo-
ple will have learned not to want the present commence-
ment system, and when Norwell High School graduation
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will be carried on in the same way as are graduations from
the larger high schools at present; or at least, if the time-
honored custom of graduation essays is still retained,
that the seniors with essays will get through early, as
college seniors with theses do, and then be trained by
some one in the same way that they would be trained
for any performance The desire of the public or of the
parents to see the graduates actually perform could in
the latter case be satisfied in a legitimate way.
I have said, Mr. Hayes, that the average citizen is
blind to the successes or failures in his own high school,
and this because he is absorbed in his own affairs so
thoroughly. Among average citizens, however, I do not
include those fine mothers and others with broad interests
who somehow seem always to understand and to get to
the quick of things. It is they who stop to realize that
school is five days a week and that during this time there
is overwhelming opportunity for good or other growth.
Realizing this, they observe and can tell you whether or
not the school is performing its function,—standing for
more and better knowledge, for discipline, for integrity,
for refinement, and for the making in general of good
citizens. They do not expect wonders, but they see the
direction of the growth and know what to blame the
school for or what to credit it with.
Now a word as to our plans in Nbrwell High School.
We are trying to serve two classes of children,—that class
which will go to a higher institution and that class which
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will not. , The former class is getting the special work
needed; and those citizens who do not know that a bright
ambitious scholar from our school is fitted to pass the ex-
aminations to any regular college are simply out of touch
with conditions as they exist today. To the latter class
of children we are endeavoring to give that sort of work
which will afford them the best basis for life. This
problem is a harder one, for our task is less definite. But
we are trying, at least, not to be too utilitarian. Every
one has a life to live beyond his humble duties.
In closing, I am reminded of that poet who said,
"Happy is that people whose annals are uninteresting."
A happy year indeed has it thus far been, a gratifying
entering class, every seat with a pupil, and things gener-
ally in that state of calm activity so eminently compatible
with real accomplishment. And for it are to be thanked
the school board, you Mr. Hayes, the teachers, the tax-
payers, the parents, the barge drivers, and the pupils them-
selves,—all of whom by harmonious co-operation have made
this possible. Our happiness is marred alone by the ill-
ness of her of the school board who has meant so much
to all of us. I am,
Most sincerely,
JOHN C. PAGE,
Norwell, Mass., Jan. 24, 191 3.
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